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After saying this.

Everyone in front of them was still stunned.

They all looked at him with strange and incredible eyes.

A little confused.

It is estimated that Levi Garrison’s behavior of robbing so directly makes people
feel ridiculous.

“Oh, I see! I don’t think I’m qualified, do you?”

Levi Garrison said to himself.

“Buzzing…”

But the next second.
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A cold light suddenly appeared, like a scorching sun, illuminating everything.

Divine Tribulation Appears!

“boom……”

The divine robbery sword shines brightly.

Revealing terrifying power!

The two hundred gods did not react, and they were all penetrated by the
ultimate sword.

It looks like it was pierced by a sword!

But in fact, it was because the speed was too fast, which created the illusion that
it looked like a sword penetrated.

Just a moment!

All the 200 gods of the War Bear Kingdom exploded into a cloud of blood!
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Disappeared in front of the mysterious man on the spot!

Shocked!

So shocking!

Two hundred gods beheaded with one sword!

Who would have thought so?

The mysterious man has been shocked to the point of incomprehensible.

Ever since he came out of War Eagle Country, Levi Garrison has never been taken
seriously.

Play with the mentality in the palm of your hand.

But I never imagined that he would have such strength!

This is comparable to their own!

One of their forces has a super spiritual vein.

As a result, Levi Garrison can match their existence.

He was a little flustered!

Although his strength is very strong, but that is for the gods.

But Levi Garrison in front of him obviously hangs everything.

Don’t lose to him!

underestimated!

Never thought that besides them, there are such masters.

“Levi Garrison, do you know who I am? You dare to snatch my things. Kneel down
and apologize to me right away! I might consider sparing your life!”

But the force behind War Eagle Nation has a natural sense of superiority.

How can you be afraid?

How could he succumb to Levi Garrison?

Immediately let Levi Garrison kneel down and apologize.



Levi Garrison smiled.

In fact, he still has a question now, where did this kid come from?

What is your identity?

“Give me the magic medicine first, and then tell me where you came from!”

Levi Garrison said.

“Want to know my identity? Are you worthy? You are not qualified!”

“And dare to rob me? Levi Garrison, you are just courting death!”

This man had a rebellious look on his face.

Levi Garrison smiled and said: “Really? Then I will kill you directly!”

“Kill you, I will take the things directly! As for your identity, someone will
definitely seek revenge on me, and then I will know!”

“Buzzing…”

At this time, Divine Tribulation was suspended in mid-air and aimed at the
mysterious man.

Terrible power is spreading.

The mysterious man is afraid.

But he still shouted at Levi Garrison: “You dare???”

“kill!”

Levi Garrison shouted coldly.

At the same time, the divine robbery in his hand turned into a bolt of lightning.

“Boom…”

The mysterious man was surging with terrifying power, and circles of light circles
appeared on his arms, and there were mysterious symbols on the circles.

These gave him terrifying power.

A light shield is formed in front of him, the symbols on the light shield make up,
and a steady stream of spiritual power is flooded.



It seems that no artifact can open this light shield.

“Hey!”

But what he encountered was a calamity.

Divine Tribulation pierced this light shield in an instant.

Then penetrate his body.

The person’s body gradually became illusory, and finally disappeared completely.

The moment before disappearing, there was an incredible look on his face.

It is estimated that Levi Garrison would not kill him.

It will be so decisive!

Kill it!

He didn’t even say that he wouldn’t tell him his identity.

Just pretend, and kill Levi Garrison without thinking about it.

If you wait a little longer, I will tell you who I am!

It’s just that Levi Garrison takes care of you.

If you pretend, I will kill you directly.

I don’t know who you are anyway.
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This man is also very helpless.

As long as Levi Garrison is a little later, he will report his family.

Although the power behind him is strong, he is not as strong as Levi Garrison.

He must have reported himself.

As a result, he pretended to be killed by Levi Garrison.



After removing this person.

The trap box also flew into Levi Garrison’s hands.

Levi Garrison said lightly: “I just want you to reveal your identity, you are too
arrogant!”

Pack it all up.
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Levi Garrison left.

No one would have thought that the mysterious person and the two hundred
gods all died so tragically.

The key point is that Levi Garrison’s speed is too fast.

It took less than ten minutes to keep up with them and kill them Levi Garrison.

So that everyone has an illusion that Levi Garrison just left the island.

Where’s the time to catch them, let alone kill them.

Even if the person in charge of the auction lets Levi Garrison leave.

Let him endure the pain of his daughter’s wish to be lost in vain.

Therefore, people will also be sent to keep an eye on Levi Garrison.

Levi Garrison just left the island and suddenly disappeared.

Everyone thought they were lost.

Just when I was about to report, I found that Levi Garrison appeared again.

The time before and after is too short.

Everyone disagreed.

What can Levi Garrison do in such a short time?

I couldn’t find where the mysterious man was, let alone robbing the magic
medicine to kill.

No one would doubt it.

Levi Garrison disappeared for too short a time.
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But no one thought that Levi Garrison was playing with the trap box in his hand.

He didn’t dare to be tough.

Have to find a professional to solve it.

Now he thought about it, why there were no secret locks in the ancient books
left by Master Cheap.

Otherwise he can unravel it himself.

It can only be said that the treasures that Master left for him at the beginning
can only be applied to the previous period.

Times are changing so fast now that it is useless.

I can only pin my hopes on the person Ning Jinye said…

island.

The mysterious man’s 350,000 pieces of spiritual energy crystals are moving here
little by little.

A super transport plane rises and falls on the island.

“Huh? This is?”

Soon the people that Levi Garrison arranged on the island found some clues.

They found out after some inquiries.

These super transport planes actually came from the War Eagle Kingdom Sky
Shield Bureau.

And these people involved in the transportation are actually from the Sky Shield
Bureau.

Of course check it out.

They also hid their identities to some extent.

If it wasn’t for Levi Garrison sending them such meticulous inquiries, it would be
impossible to find out.

This mysterious person with resources that is not lost to Levi Garrison is actually
related to the Sky Shield Bureau?

This message is important.



When the dark doctor secretly sent the message to Levi Garrison, it made him
stunned.

I really didn’t expect to have a relationship with the War Eagle Country.

“The forces behind War Eagle Nation!!!”

From the time when the Guardians of the Galaxy attacked the Lord of the Gods
Laboratory, it used a special confrontation weapon. At that time, Levi Garrison
noticed that there might be people behind the War Eagle Kingdom.

Otherwise, it is impossible for the Sky Shield Bureau to take out such an
advanced weapon.

There is also the sleepy lock that the Sky Shield Bureau used on him.

This is obviously a technology beyond the current level of the Sky Shield Bureau.

This shows that there may be an existence similar to the laboratory of the gods
behind the War Eagle Kingdom.

Of course, all attention was on the remnants of the Lab of the Gods.

It’s horrible to imagine now.

Then when the aura storm swept the world, the War Eagle Nation used the
sky-defying device, which was actually used throughout the country.

Abruptly blocked the sweep of the aura storm.

The difficulty of this sky-defying device is not comparable to that of the Daxia
Safety Island project.

He is a device covering the entire War Eagle Nation!

No one has ever looked into this issue before.

Now that Levi Garrison thought about it carefully, he broke out in a cold sweat.

It looks like a device, and it is terrifying to the extreme.
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The technology of this device, the resources of the activating device, etc., are
unimaginable in the world.

In other words, this technology does not even exist in the world now.

When the device was activated at the time, it was quite shocking.

It actually changed everything in an area.

It was as if a separate world had been re-divided from the world.

The magnetic field and force field are all changed.

It’s terrifying to imagine!

What does it take to do this.

It is simply unimaginable.
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This is not a technology that this world can have at all.

Even War Eagle Nation is the same.

Although their technology is advanced, they are still not at that level.

Now Levi Garrison guesses that the fuel resource needed to urge this device to
work is aura!

Otherwise, judging from the energy resources possessed by the world before, it
is nothing more than sun stones.

It is absolutely impossible for Levi Garrison to activate such a device!

Fuel and energy can’t support the activation of this level of equipment.

This shows that there is still power behind the War Eagle Nation.

This power is unparalleled, and it is likely that they have long expected the
recovery of the spiritual energy, or that they have already controlled the spiritual
energy crystals.

From now on, it does.

That person has no less resources than himself, and he can always fight with him
to the end.
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Explain that his resources are sufficient.

And Levi Garrison guessed that there is a high probability that this force also
relies on the spiritual veins to survive.

With such rich resources, it means that they control a spiritual vein.

This spiritual vein is not small.

Otherwise, that person would not be able to compete with himself for resources.

But what Levi Garrison didn’t think about was that the spiritual vein they had was
also a super spiritual vein, no less than the super spiritual vein under the
Antarctic glacier.

Levi Garrison understood.

Why is there no god in the War Eagle Kingdom, and it is not in a hurry at all, and
there is no message sent out.

See what Da Xia, who has no gods, is in such a hurry.

It’s all there for a reason.

Daxia has no gods, so he has no ability to protect himself.

Of course they are afraid.

But War Eagle Nation is not afraid, they have powerful forces behind them.

Don’t be afraid of anyone.

Have these abundant resources, and can use the power of resources.

Is not afraid of the gods!

“Ho ho…”

Levi Garrison was happy.

I thought it was the first in the War Bear Kingdom.

I never thought that the more terrifying thing was still in the War Eagle Country.

Levi Garrison suddenly thought of the sky-defying device used by the War Eagle
Kingdom, the device that made the eighteen supreme gods of the main gods lose
their abilities in an instant, and their talents were locked.



Even if it is used up to now, it is absolutely invincible.

It is estimated that this sky-defying device can lock the use of the spiritual
energy of the gods, so that the gods are useless?

But dare to target me!

Then I will definitely f*ck you!

Come one by one!

When I finish detoxifying my daughter, level the War Bear Kingdom, and destroy
the Hydra, I will come to you!

I, Levi Garrison, have always been a person who will pay revenge.

Whoever targets me, I will never let go.

Now his goal is how to open this secret lock.

As for the matter of the War Eagle Nation, I’m waiting to ask the Black Eagle
agent, there is no information.

Levi Garrison returned to Daxia with the magic medicine.

the other side.

On the island, Doctor Dark and the others are still “locked up”.

However, they can move freely on the island, but cannot leave the island.

They will only let him go after that person is completely safe.

However, Doctor Dark and their movements never stopped.

The identity of the group of masked guys has been investigated.

Next, Doctor Dark will have to look at so many resources. Where are they going
to be shipped?

Just wait and you’ll find out.

He’s been waiting.

Soon after, a team to transport resources appeared.

What the Dark Doctor didn’t think of was…



He knows these people!
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The Brain of God, Ning Jinye, Jiao Tianyu and the others were all shocked.

It’s not such a coincidence, is it?

Is it them?

They all know this group of people.

The Tenjin Division of the Great Summer!

It was them who came to transport the resources away!

This is what everyone can think of no matter what!

The one who came to transport the resources was the Great Summer God?

Could it be that this auction was organized by the Division of Gods and
deliberately humiliated Levi Garrison?
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impossible!

The Tianshen Division is run by the Tiance Mansion. How familiar the people of
the Tiance Mansion are with Levi Garrison.

how come?

Absolutely not them!

Maybe Tenjinji was also entrusted.

They are here to transport resources, and they are not involved in other things.

But how could this matter have anything to do with Tenjin?

Originally, they all wanted to catch the masked people present and take off the
masks.

But now the Tenshin Division has appeared and made them cancel this plan.
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It might be more complicated than they thought.

They still don’t act rashly.

Still waiting for Levi Garrison to decide!

They also want to continue to observe and observe to determine the identity of
these masked people.

But this time it suddenly became chaotic.

Because they just received a message that the two hundred gods of the War Bear
Kingdom and which mysterious person disappeared on the spot.

What also disappeared was the magical medicine that was comparable to the
100,000-year-old snow lotus!

They all appear to have been killed.

Because War Bear Kingdom quickly confirmed this.

Each of their gods has a chip installed.

The wafers can determine their location and physical state of these.

But now the chip shows that all of their 200 gods are dead.

Not one is left.

Does that mean that the mysterious man is also dead?

The other party is obviously going for this magic medicine.

The first thing that everyone thinks of is Levi Garrison.

But Levi Garrison has been stared at all the time, and there is no possibility of
taking action.

Both appear in different locations.

Not to mention others.

“Quick, quick, run away as quickly as possible!”

The island is in chaos.

They expedited the removal of resources to prevent emergencies.



Doctor Dark realized that something was wrong and immediately told Levi
Garrison the message.

Levi Garrison was also shocked when he heard it.

Tenjin to deliver resources?

Levi Garrison, who happened to be in Daxia, immediately contacted Tiance
Shenshuai.

After hearing this message.

God Shuai Tiance was also stunned.

“No! I haven’t given them any orders at all! I won’t let them run to transport
resources back! These mysterious forces are all aimed at you, how can I
cooperate with them?”

“And I don’t even know who they are…”

God Shuai Tiance was really dumbfounded.

Although Tianshen Division was established by Tiancefu.

But the person in charge is not Tiance Shenshuai.

The boss of the Tenshin Division is the young marshal of Tiance.

Because he is currently the strongest god that has ever appeared in Daxia.

Therefore, it is better for him to be the boss of Tenjin Division.

After all, this is an era when the strong are respected.

It’s hard to convince everyone else.

Levi Garrison smiled: “I can’t think of any contact you can have with them!”

Tiance Shenshuai looked suspicious: “I don’t know if it was my son’s decision!
Let’s go and ask, this matter is very important! We must find out!”

“Okay, then hurry up and ask! Maybe this matter has nothing to do with him!”

Levi Garrison said.

He thought of the forces of the Heitian League who came to rob him of
resources.



It seems that the people from Tenjin Division leaked the information and took
away the Qinglong people who were related to him.

Now it is not impossible to cooperate with the forces targeting you.

Just don’t know who?

Must find out!

Marshal Tian Ce was in Daxia.

So the two quickly found him.

The commander of Tiance directly questioned: “Did you send someone to
cooperate with others? Now the people from the Tianshen Division have gone to
the island to transport the aura crystals and come back!”
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The two thought that Young Marshal Tian Ce did not know that he would not be
involved in this matter.

Unexpectedly, Marshal Tiance admitted it at once: “Yes, I arranged it!”

Shock!

The two looked incredulous.

It’s really Young Master Tian Ce.

Levi Garrison’s heart has been turned upside down.

Really Young Master Tian Ce?

Did he control the magician?

Shouldn’t it?
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But he admitted it!

“You…how did you do such a thing?”
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Tiance Shenshuai shouted.

He didn’t even think that Marshal Tiance did this, and he admitted it so calmly.

He never imagined that this matter had something to do with his son.

Could it be that the son is the one behind the scenes that Levi Garrison said?

Levi Garrison stared at Marshal Tian Ce and asked, “Did you control Yan
Zangsheng against me? Did you hold an auction against me?”

As soon as Levi Garrison questioned, Marshal Tian Ce was also taken aback.

“No!”

“I don’t know any of this!”

Marshal Tian Ce shook his head.

“Then why did you send Tianshen Division to transport the spiritual energy
crystals? You also knew about this auction in advance, right? Don’t tell me, it has
nothing to do with you! Then you must know this group of people!”

Levi Garrison asked.

“I know about the auction! But I don’t know who it is! A mysterious person
contacted me and said that all the resources in this auction will be given to the
Tenjin Division!”

“I didn’t believe it at first, until they sent a batch of resources to me!”

Marshal Tiance said.

“Ok?”

Levi Garrison and Tiance Shenshuai looked at each other.

This was obviously beyond their expectations.

All the resources in the auction were given to the Tenjin Division?

“I don’t care what their purpose is. Anyway, they gave the resources to the
Tenshin Division, and they won’t let us do anything, why not?”

“And I asked why they gave away resources to the Tenjin Division for free? The
answer is very simple! I want to make Da Xia more gods and make Da Xia stronger!
That’s enough!”



Young Marshal Tian Ce’s answer shocked Levi Garrison and the two.

This……

Levi Garrison previously guessed that this group of forces belonged to Daxia.

Now it looks like it is!

They gave the Tenshin Division resources to make Daxia develop and have more
gods.

In fact, it can be determined from the beginning.

If this group of people does not want the development of Daxia and the
appearance of gods in Daxia.

They had already controlled the genius doctor Yan Zangsheng.

He won’t let him help Daxia create so many gods!

This means that this mysterious force only targets Levi Garrison, not others.

In particular, they also hope that Daxia will develop.

Now let the Tenshin Division go to transport resources, which can better explain
this matter.

“This……”

Tiance Shenshuai’s face was full of helplessness.

It’s impossible to tell if it’s an enemy or a friend!

These forces are obviously helping Da Xia, why are they targeting Levi Garrison
so much?

What kind of hatred can the two sides have?

Can’t imagine it!

Are there people around you?

It seems that no one has such a skill!

Levi Garrison was even more confused.

Who is it?



damn it!

What are you doing yourself?

Why don’t you dare to come out openly?

Originally, Levi Garrison wanted to ask Tiance Shenshuai if he knew about Tianji
lock.

Now it seems, can not ask.

It’s not that he doesn’t believe in Tiance Shenshuai, he’s afraid that others might
know.

Thus exposing the magic medicine in his own hands.

At this time, the team that transported the first batch of Reiki crystals from the
island had returned.

A total of almost half a million high-quality aura crystals.

See everyone’s eyes light up.

I don’t know how much power these resources can add to Daxia?

Even Tiance Shenshuai was breathing rapidly.

There are so many resources! ! !

However, Levi Garrison smiled and said, “We’re one size fits all! You want Da Xia
to be strong, no problem, but if you target me, then we will have a grudge, don’t
let me find you out! Wait!”
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